Franz’s AllegroGraph Named
“Best Knowledge Graph” by
KMWorld Readers’ Choice
AllegroGraph also wins Finalist position for “Best Cognitive
Computing and AI Platform”.
Franz Inc., is proud to announce it has been named the “Best
Knowledge Graph” in the 2021 KMWorld Readers’ Choice Award
voting. Additionally, AllegroGraph was considered a “Finalist”
in the category of Best Cognitive Computing and AI platforms
for the Readers’ Choice awards.
According to KMWorld, the world of knowledge management
continues to expand with the steady influx and evolution of
innovative products and technologies to help organizations
extract the right information for use by the right people at
the right time. The value of knowledge management solutions
and services is reflected in growth projections for the global
knowledge management market, which was valued at about $206.9
billion in 2016 and is expected to reach more than $1,232
billion by 2025, representing a compound annual growth rate of
more than 22%, according to Zion Market Research.
In this November issue,
KMWorld
magazine
announces the winners of
the
2021
KMWorld
Readers’ Choice Awards.
The
categories
for
competition were wideranging. In all, there
were 14 areas in which
products and technologies could be nominated and ultimately
voted upon. They include business process management,

cognitive computing and AI, customer service and support, ediscovery, knowledge graphs, text analytics and NLP.
“As the stakes get higher for information-driven successes,
businesses must make technology decisions from an increasingly
diverse array of knowledge management offerings,” said Tom
Hogan, Group Publisher at KMWorld. “The Readers’ Choice Awards
put the spotlight on innovative and dependable solutions and
services that can help companies solve pressing challenges and
take advantage of new opportunities.”
“Franz Inc. is continually innovating and we are honored to
receive this acknowledgement for our efforts in setting the
pace for Knowledge Graph Solutions,” said Dr. Jans Aasman,
CEO, Franz Inc. “We are seeing demand for Intelligent Data
Fabrics take off across industries along with recognition from
top technology analyst firms that Knowledge Graphs provide the
critical foundation for Data Fabric solutions. AllegroGraph
with FedShard uniquely provides companies with the
foundational environment for delivering Graph based AI
solutions with the ability to continually enrich and
contextualize the understanding of data.”
AllegroGraph provides organizations with essential Knowledge
Graph solutions, including Graph Neural Networks, Graph
Virtualization, Apache Spark graph analytics, and streaming
graph pipelines. These capabilities exemplify AllegroGraph’s
leadership in empowering data analytics professionals to
derive business value out of Knowledge Graphs.

